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ABSTRACT 
In this paper the authors show that the ‘mechanism’ of length contraction is simple and can be explained by the wave 
feature of body micro-components. 
From this point of view, the length contraction with speed perceived by a fixed observer is a Doppler relativistic effect. 
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The Special Theory of Relativity (STR) states that the length of a body contracts with speed. After over 100 years of 
relativity, the contraction of length is still considered a weird thing because this phenomenon did not yet received an 
intuitive demonstration and practically it was not observed. 
The phenomenon can be easily accepted by intuition if the wave feature of micro components of body is considered. 
Everybody easily understands the Doppler effect for sound sources: The frequency of sound heard by an observer 
increases when the sound source moves towards observer and decreases when the sound source departs by observer. 
Similar, the frequency of associated waves of micro-components of a body are subject to the Doppler relativistic effect 
when are perceived by an external observer, i.e. the frequency of wave (of micro-component) which moves towards the 
observer is perceived higher than the frequency of the same wave (of micro-component) when it departs by observer. But 
the observer sees only an average frequency and an average wavelength of the two cases. This average wavelength is 
contracted with the factor 22 c/V1  relatively to the situation when the micro-component is at rest because the terms 
which contain speed at the power of 1 disappear. Thus, the whole length of body (which is a sum of average wave lengths 
of body micro-components) contracts with the factor 22 c/V1 . 
DEMONSTRATION 
For simplicity, assume that the matrix of body is composed of a number n of fermions, f, connected by n-1 bosons, b, 
aligned with the fermions along of an axis. In the matrix of body all the fermions and bosons can be associated with 
stationary waves between fixed positions A, B as presented in Figure 1. 
For a fixed observer, the total length L0 of such a body when it is at rest (speed V=0) is: 
b0f00 )1n(nL    (1) 
where f0 and b0  are the wavelengths of associated waves of fermions and bosons respectively when the body is at rest. 
If the body begins to move with speed V≠0 to the observer, the observer will note a shift in the frequency of the associated 
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When the associated waves of fermions and bosons propagate to the right (to the observer), case 1’, the observed 
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(7) 
So, the observer sees that the length of body is contracted and this contraction is real, i.e., if the observer will make a 
photograph of that moving body, the dimension of moving body in the direction of movement will be smaller than in the 
case when body is at rest.  
CONCLUSIONS 
This paper demonstrates that contraction of bodies with speed can be seen as a relativistic Doppler effect. 
According to the Standard Model, a body is composed only by fermions and bosons. If these fermions and bosons are 
seen as stationary waves, the average wave length of fermions and bosons decreases with speed with the 
factor 22 c/V1 . 
This paper gives only a physical explanation for a better understanding of length contraction with speed showing that 
contraction is a natural effect which must appear when a body moves relatively to an observer. 
The contraction of body is real i.e., in a photograph made by a fixed observer the dimension of that body will be contracted 
on direction of speed. 
f0 b0 f0 f0
Fig.1:The Relativistic Doppler Effect explains why length decreases with speed 
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